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My major personal objective this year 

Stay fit and healthy and in charge of my well-
being. 

My major professional objectives this year 

1) Grow peer group members from 12 to 20 
by 30th Apr and 30 by 31st Oct. 

2) Secure 1 bespoke Wise Leaders 
Workshop client every month Feb - Nov.

The one-thing I can’t not do this quarter 
Host and present sparkenation conversations as part of peer groups, workshops and events with 
guest sage/s, as well as We Need To Talk episodes, one-off service, and possibly Wise Leaders 
Retreats. 

Why this is meaningful to me.  
It’s work that I love to do the most. 

How this is valuable for other people 
People are inspired, energised and equipped to be the best humans they can be in their own best 
way.

Human Being Fully Alive (Law of the Farm Principle In Action pages 63 - 77 PDF version of 
Changing What’s Normal) 

1. Accepting and radiating love (spiritually alive, the fertile ground). 

2. Believing in my value (emotionally healthy, the ploughing). 

3. Demonstrating my value (mentally alert, the seeding), (events, videos, podcasts, posts and 
articles), and distributing my value (Blog, LinkedIn, YouTube, Libsyn, Spotify, Amazon, Audible). 

4. Inviting qualified people to take action (physically active, the nurturing), subscribe to 
newsletter, be our guest at peer group gathering, undertake complimentary Wise Leaders 
Workshop. 

5. The clients and work, and therefore the lifestyle I want (universally aware, the Harvest).

Latest Check-in/AAR/Peer Review/Feedforward   Performance Partners 
Feedback/Mentor/Peer Group Insight     Comments/Sign-off 

There is always something to learn and take away from 
Sparkenation conversations. 

My essence in a sentence  

I hold space for possibility focused leaders as you enhance your Response Ability.
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